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     How the Salesforce AppExchange redefines association management software
  Nimble AMS
 JANUARY 25, 2024
  A major perk of having your a ssociation m anagement s oftware (AMS) built on the world’s top CRM platform is being connected to the Salesforce ecosystem.     Choosing Nimble AMS and connecting to the Salesforce ecosystem helps you extend your system, ensuring you always have a solution for your next challenge. 
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     10 Digital Marketing & Fundraising Trends for Nonprofits in 2022
  Nonprofit Tech for Good
 DECEMBER 8, 2021
  Plain Language Resources: Big Duck’s Plain Language for Nonprofits. Resource: How to Write a Nonprofit Impact Report. Resources:  MailMunch ,  Opt-in Monster ,  15 Ways to Grow Your  Nonprofit Email List. Resource: 8 Powerful Crowdfunding Platforms for Nonprofits. Plain Language Association International. Email #1  ? 
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     Fundraising Apps: 25+ Tools To Help Your Org Raise More
  Bloomerang
 FEBRUARY 1, 2023
  With so many tools out there to choose from, your opportunities for customizing your organization’s tech stack are virtually limitless, especially when it comes to fundraising apps. Nonprofit-facing fundraising apps are those that your nonprofit staff members use to raise money on the go. 
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     The 9 Best Nonprofit CRM Solutions (Updated for 2023)
  Bloomerang
 AUGUST 28, 2023
  When it comes to donor data, there’s a lot to keep track of. A nonprofit CRM (also referred to as a donor management system ) is a software platform that allows nonprofits to store, update, and report on supporter data. However, most nonprofit CRMs share a few standard features to help nonprofits evaluate and act on donor data. 
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     What to Expect from the Summer ’21 Release
  Cloud 4 Good
 MAY 11, 2021
  Auditing your Salesforce License usage has never been easier, as System Administrators can now track active licenses with the new Active Licenses tab. From the Lightning Usage App, select “Active Licenses” on the left and view a breakdown of the licenses used within the last 30 days. Easily Track Active Licenses. 
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     The Best Donation Platforms for Nonprofits
  Whole Whale
 OCTOBER 13, 2020
  Founded: 2014 Quiks works in both the nonprofit and corporate worlds as a mobile payment app that cuts the costs of processing ACH payments and donations. This means a bit of a lift for donors, who will need to download the app and sync it with their bank account. The fee structure for nonprofits, however, is competitive: $0.50 
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     Social SEO and the Rise of Alternative Search
  Media Cause
 FEBRUARY 12, 2024
  The search platform itself states, “Google uses automated ranking systems that look at many factors and signals about hundreds of billions of web pages and other content in our Search index to present the most relevant, useful results, all in a fraction of a second.” Some considered social platform-based search as a  ‘search hybrid.’ 
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     5 Ways to Protect Your Privacy on Every Device
  Tech Soup
 JUNE 9, 2014
  A little over a year ago, a former CIA systems administrator named Edward Snowden disclosed to The Guardian that the National Security Agency (NSA) has been spying on Americans by way of phone records and online communications. Download the Reset the Net Privacy Pack. Explore Mobile Privacy Apps. Keep Systems Secure. 
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     Google One Today and How it Improves Nonprofit Outreach
  Twenti - Digital Marketing For Nonprofits
 MAY 13, 2020
  Find out how the Google One Today app will increase your outreach and excite your supporters. Google One Today is a new donation app released by Google. Google has worked hard to make sure this app works for both potential donors and the nonprofits themselves. Google One Today and How it Improves Nonprofit Outreach. 
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     Online Fundraising Tips for Nonprofits
  Saleforce Nonprofit
 FEBRUARY 11, 2022
  In order to accomplish this feat, their adoption of technology and data acumen must hasten. Think about it: these days, our groceries are being ordered and delivered via app, and our devices push us recommendations and discounts on things we might want to buy based on our purchasing history. Use Social Media to Your Advantage. 
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     How to Back Up Your Android Phone or Tablet
  Tech Soup
 DECEMBER 18, 2012
  It can be a tedious chore, but if you use mobile devices at your organization, it is likely there is valuable data stored on them. Fortunately, backing up your contacts, photos, and apps is easier than ever. With Google's mobile operating system, Android, you can link your phone or tablet data with your personal Google account. 
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     How to Backup Your Windows Phone or Windows 8 Tablet
  Tech Soup
 DECEMBER 6, 2012
  It can be a tedious chore, but if you use mobile devices at your organization, it is likely there is valuable data stored on them. Fortunately, backing up your contacts, photos, and apps is easier than ever. Windows Phone 8 , Microsoft's next generation mobile operating system, has improved backup features from Windows 7. 
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     Getting The Most Out of Your Charity Auction Software
  Qgiv
 JULY 21, 2021
  If you want to host a successful auction, a lot of it comes down to the planning, resources, and charity auction software that you use. More nonprofit data. With all of your auction planning, attendee engagements, and bidding done within your auction solution, you get more valuable data. Improved user experience. 
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     Methods and Metrics for Assessing Civic Tech
  Beth's Blog:  How Nonprofits Can Use Social Media
 MAY 27, 2015
  It goes beyond just analytics tools to exploring tools, techniques, and data for measuring deep civic engagement, open governance, and inclusive decision-making.   My colleague, Anne Whatley, wrote this summary of what you’ll find when you dig into these two stellar and highly practical reports and resource lists. 
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     Software for Program Evaluation: What's Your Organization's Strategy?
  Tech Soup
 AUGUST 30, 2013
  There is a wealth of resources out there for a nonprofit looking to design a logic model or define indicators, and lots of smart people have plenty to say about program evaluation as a discipline. From that list, we defined five separate kinds of software for program evaluation, organized by function: Central Hub of Program Data. 
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     11 Online Auction Website Best Practices for a Dynamic Virtual Event
  Qgiv
 JANUARY 19, 2022
  Web-based and app-based bidding can also be far more efficient and easier to use than paper bidding. Qgiv also offers web-based bidding for people who are participating from their laptops and mobile bidding for those who prefer to place bids from an app on their smartphones. Bloomerang – Constituent Relationship Manager. 
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     Get Organized and Increase Your Nonprofit Productivity
  Get Fully Funded
 JULY 13, 2021
  With Dropbox you create a folder system that keeps every document in its place. Keep human resources documents and other sensitive information confidential without a filing cabinet and a key. Keep human resources documents and other sensitive information confidential without a filing cabinet and a key. It’s not fun. 
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     Mobile Tech Connects Kids to Summer Meals
  Tech Soup
 APRIL 24, 2015
  This is the mission of Caravan Studios' Range app: helping youth and those who work with them find locations where free summer meals are served. Like Caravan Studios' other apps , Range came out of talking to experts and nonprofits. The free app provides a user with the nearest places for youth to get a summer meal. 
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     TechSoup's Top 10 Tech Topics of 2016
  Tech Soup
 JUNE 13, 2016
  Check out our resources on great nonprofit storytelling and learn more. Discover how to identify, enter, group, and present information in your accounting system. Find helpful suggestions on building a practical chart of accounts and download a sample chart designed just for nonprofit organizations. Microsoft Download Help. 
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     New to TechSoup: Norton Security and Norton Small Business
  Tech Soup
 DECEMBER 15, 2014
  You can use these Norton security products to protect your organization's data from viruses, spyware, spam, and other threats. By keeping your computers running smoothly, you can reduce your system administration costs. Live update: Automatically downloads the latest virus definitions and program updates. How Does It Work? 
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     10 Disruptive Technologies You Need to Think About
  NTEN
 JULY 1, 2009
  And no more downloading terrible software and kludging up your machines. Disruptive Technology #2: Data Deluge. You know how I feel about data. Data, when handled properly, becomes intelligence -- and intelligence makes us better at our jobs, which makes the world a better place! First, they need to focus on data storage. 
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     Stay Connected with Donated Smartphones from Dell
  Tech Soup
 MARCH 5, 2012
  Find directions (probably the app used most on my own smartphone). Bing Maps: a mobile app for finding locations, mapping directions, and predicting traffic conditions; it can also integrate with other online services to overlay data on top of maps. These donated phones include a Windows Mobile operating system, 4.1-inch 
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     10 Steps to Planning a Fundraising Silent Auction
  Qgiv
 APRIL 23, 2021
  In this guide, we will walk through: How Nonprofits Use Silent Auction Fundraising The Essential Steps to Planning a Fundraising Silent Auction Additional Resources for Silent Auction Fundraisers. Download the Qgiv Auction Planner to get started! Leverage the mobile-bidding app and keep all of your attendee data in one place! 
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     How Faith-based Nonprofits Can Use Peer-to-Peer Fundraising
  Qgiv
 MARCH 31, 2021
  Download eBook. Provide resources, 4. Qgiv offers a peer-to-peer solution with customizable fundraising pages, gamification tools, and data analytics abilities. This is the stage where you plan out the basics of your peer-to-peer campaign, what you hope to accomplish, and the specific resources and tools you’ll need to do it. 
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     25+ Virtual Fundraising Ideas | A Guide for 2021
  Qgiv
 JUNE 4, 2021
  YouTube creator Jimmy “MrBeast” Donaldson hosted an endurance event this past year called “Finger on the App.” The premise is that users have to keep their finger on their phone using an App for as long as possible, with the winners getting up to $25,000. Download eBook. Download the PDF. Virtual Auction Ideas. 
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     Nonprofit Membership Software: Compare 10+ Top Tools
  Bloomerang
 JANUARY 29, 2024
  These solutions are similar to constituent relationship management systems (CRMs) but they manage member information rather than donor information. Features of membership software for nonprofits Membership management software unites all member data in one convenient location. Cultivate impactful relationships to increase retention. 
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     Ten Useful Examples of the Real-Time Web in Action
  NTEN
 OCTOBER 28, 2009
  No, there are scores of companies building and selling systems today that deliver very real value via the real-time web. Seattle startup Evri uses data from Twitter in a very interesting way. The system lets users do sales support for people who might otherwise leave a passive website upon having problems or unanswered questions. 
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     Virtual Peer-to-Peer Fundraising Ideas to Explore
  Qgiv
 JUNE 22, 2021
  And, since all virtual engagements are facilitated by your digital tools, it’s the perfect method of collecting valuable data and determining if and where engagements are dropping off. Download PDF. To host a virtual peer-to-peer event successfully, you’re going to need the right tools and resources at your disposal. 
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     Giving Tuesday Strategies for Fundraising Success
  Saleforce Nonprofit
 NOVEMBER 1, 2021
  Whether you’re building a strategy or tweaking your systems, polishing your marketing communications and crafting your ‘ask’, we hope you feel ready to make the most of the giving season. It’s not too late, you can download our latest eBook to help you prepare. If you haven’t started yet, don’t worry! 
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     How to Become a Facebook Rockstar
  Forum One
 FEBRUARY 25, 2010
  Over the past year or so, Facebook has really poured its resources into Pages in hopes that brands will buy advertising to drive traffic to their Pages. If you already have good content on other social services such as YouTube or Flickr, you can publish that content onto your Facebook Page through the use of Facebook Apps. 
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     10NTC Science Fair Preview - Giveaways, More Giveaways and Free Apple iPads
  NTEN
 MARCH 19, 2010
  Visit the 501 Technology booth and enter to win an app from our MoblityCMS platform for your non-profit organization. Download the NTC app developed by 501 Technology to make the most of your NTC 2010 experience. iWave Information Systems Inc. Oh, and just in case you want to plan your prize route, here's a map. 
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     10NTC Science Fair Preview - Giveaways, More Giveaways and Free Apple iPads
  NTEN
 MARCH 19, 2010
  Visit the 501 Technology booth and enter to win an app from our MoblityCMS platform for your non-profit organization. Download the NTC app developed by 501 Technology to make the most of your NTC 2010 experience. iWave Information Systems Inc. Oh, and just in case you want to plan your prize route, here's a map. 
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     Salesforce or Microsoft: What’s the right CRM platform for your association management software?
  Nimble AMS
 DECEMBER 16, 2021
  More associations are moving to CRM platform-based AMS systems.  . It might seem daunting to choose not only the platform (such as Salesforce or Microsoft CRM), but also the AMS (there are two Salesforce-based, and five Microsoft-based, AMS systems) that’s right for your organization.   . Why move toward a CRM-based AMS system. 
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     27 of the Top Fundraising Software Solutions for Nonprofits
  Bloomerang
 SEPTEMBER 12, 2022
  When you can accurately and effectively track supporter engagement data, you’ll be able to gauge who may be in danger of lapsing, who engages with specific types of activities, and who might be an excellent major donor prospect. The Salsa CRM + Salsa Engage package ensures every fundraising solution in your system seamlessly integrates. 
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     SaaS vs. Open Source
  Zen and the Art of Nonprofit Technology
 SEPTEMBER 24, 2008
  Other times it is more important to have an open API or an app that is properly designed for plug-ins or extensions. SQL is a bit fiddly at the best of times, and if we move past SaaS to DaaS (Data as a Service) it frees up a *lot* more time to share ideas on the functionality front.  
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     50 Fun, Useful, and Totally Random Resources for Nonprofits
  Nonprofit Tech for Good
 JANUARY 30, 2012
  The number of low-cost or free, web-based resources and tools available to nonprofits today is astounding. That said, to be alerted of new resources for nonprofits, please subscribe to the Nonprofit Tech 2.0 A section of the e-newsletter entitled “Resource Spotlight” features a new tool in each edition. 
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     How To Use ChatGPT + Meta’s Ad Library for Ad Insights & Ideas
  Whole Whale
 FEBRUARY 13, 2024
  The caveat is that the data can’t be exported. The interface returns information on the Disclaimer, Amount spent, and Number of ads in library, You can download a full csv report by date range. It has more search filters and returns more data. We will then import the data into ChatGPT for analysis. 
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     Fight Back Against Mobile Data Theft and Privacy Breaches
  Tech Soup
 FEBRUARY 18, 2014
  Do you trust your apps? Is your data on social networks really secure? Like your PC, the data and information you transmit via your smartphone is susceptible to privacy breaches. Keeping Nefarious Apps at Bay. Certain apps can collect information about users' contacts and location. 
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     [VIDEO] How to Get a Return on Your Nonprofit Technology Investment
  Bloomerang
 OCTOBER 2, 2021
  She’s got awesome resources. Even if Bloomerang isn’t the one being recommended, that’s okay because we know there’s a lot of good systems out there. Every time we turn around, somebody’s bringing another piece of technology, something that generates data into our organizations. So system does X. 
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     Your 2024 Nonprofit Website Builder Shopping List + 10 Solutions
  Neon CRM
 DECEMBER 19, 2023
  One system might be affordable but a nightmare to use, while another is a bit outside your budget but comes with the perfect templates and a seamless user experience. Educational Resources: Prioritize builders that provide extensive educational resources, including knowledge bases, video tutorials, webinars, and community forums. 
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     Engagement Tools to Prepare Your Board for a Capital Campaign
  sgEngage
 FEBRUARY 20, 2024
  Create board trios or a board buddy system. Each member’s skills, network, and resources offer a unique path for support. Make sure they have access to the data and details that will help them tell your mission’s story. Ensure your members know where to find important board information. They know how to get things done. 
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  Dive into your nonprofit’s CRM and start pulling reports to analyze past trends and data. to share a single story far and wide while also preserving your fundraising team’s time and resources. You can use some of these popular content calendar apps to help you! Head on over and download our GivingTuesday Toolkit today! 
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